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1. Introduction - Prpperties of Synchrotron radiation

C. Kunz

Synchrotron radiation (SR) is electromagnetic radiation emitted by charged

particles moving on circular orbits with highly relativistic velocities. In

present day's accelerators and storage rings only the lightestcharged particles,

electrons and positrons, have a velocity sufficiently near to the velocity of

light, c, to give off SR with an intensity of practical importance. Not onLy

Synchrotrons but also betatrons, storage rings and any bending magnet in a par-

ticle beam line can be a source of SR, the name originales from the fact that

its first observation was made at the General Electric Synchrotron in Schenectady

(USA) in 1946. Tt is sometimes also called "magnetic bremsstrahlung".

Synchrotron radiation originally was just one of the by-products of high-energy

particle accleration. When the accelerators became larger SR turned out to be

the main mechanism for energy loss and an appreciable fraction of the micro-

wave power fed to the accelerator cavities is needed to compensate this loss.

On the other side the damping mechanism of beam oscillations brought about by

SR in storage rings is a positive aspect for accelerator technology, e.g. for

the injection procedure.

The mechanism of SR emission is comparable to that of an oscillating dipole,

which is the picture one obtains when projecting the circular orbit sideways.

The intensity, however, is not confined to the fundamental frequency of re-

volution which is in the MHz ränge but due to the 6-function like concentration

of Charge at the particle and due to the relativistic velocities harmonics contri-

bute up to very high order. The spectrum emitted extends from the visible through

the vacuum-ultraviolet, soft x-ray ränge far into the x-ray ränge proper (see

Fig. 1.1). The individual hannonic lines are smeared out thus leading to a con-

tinuous spectrum. The following outstanding properties make SR one of the raost

useful sources for spectroscopy at photon energies above the visible:
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1. Continuous spectrum from the infrared to the x-ray region,

2. collimation of the emitted radiation in the instantaneous direction of

flight of the eraitting particles (angular spread is in the order of

l mrad),

3. linear polarization with the electric vector parallel to the plane

of the orbit,

4. circular polarization above and below the plane of the orbit,

5. time structure with pulse lengths down to 100 psec,

6. absolute calculability of all the properties of ehe source

7. cleanliness of the source since light emission takes place in ultrahigh

vacuum in contrast to gas discharge or spark lamps.

It is, however, necessary to point out that any highpower laser in its regime

surpasses SR in spectral brightness. Hhile a laser has all its pouer concentrated in

a narrow spectral ränge the large power of Synchrotron radiation i s spread

out over an enormous spectral ränge in most of which no laser sources yet

exist. On the other hand the recent ideas about SR emission from beams with

sinusoidally oscillating paths, so called periodic wigglers.can lead to a

spectral concentration of SR, if not to a free electron laser in the vacuum ultra-

violet or x-ray regions.

Before Synchrotron radiation can profitably be applied monochromatization is

necessary in raost of the cases. A thorough quantitative knowledge of all its

properties is needed for the c.onstruction of a good Instrumentation. After a

short historical review in section 1.1 a quantitative treatment of the SR

properties is given in section 1.2. While the advantages of SR over classical

sources in practically all respects is quite clear in the vacuum ultraviolet

region (6 eV - 6 keV), a detailed comparison has to be made for each experi-

ment in the x-ray region. These considerations will be discussed in section 1.3.

The references of this chapter are mainly concerned with the basic facts about

SR while reviews and papers on Instrumentation and applications are cited in

the corresponding other chapters.
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1.1 Historical development

While IVANENKO and POHERANCHUK (1944) (l.l) and independently somewhat later

SCHWINGER (1946) (l .2, 1.3) were the first who worked out the theory of SR for

circular particle accelerators, its origin can be traced back to the end of the

nineteenth Century. LIENARD (l.4) and SCHOTT (l.5-1,7) showed that an electcon

moving on a circular orbit is a strong source of electromagnetic radiation.

SCHOTT's work was initially an attempt to create a classical model of the stable

atom. Quantization of angular momentum, which solved the problems of the nonra-

diatlng atom is a negligible ingredience for the huge "quantum orbits" with

l - 1000 m diameter in present day's s>"nchrotrons and storage rings. It was shown

that quantummechanical corrections are usually not larger Chan 10~- (l.3, 1.8-

l.ll). Subsequently to the pioneering theoretical papers practically all aspects

of SR emission were clarified (l. 12-1.3l)- The only aspect of SR which may need

some further considerations is that of coherence although there have been several

treatments concerned with special questions (l.13, 1.29-1.3!).

The first experimental observation of SR is very illustratively discussed in a

letter in Physics Today in 1975 by BALD«IN (l.32). BLEWETT (l.33) was the first

experimentalist who became interested in observing SR. In 1946 he measured (l.33)

the energy loss due to SR in a betatron äs a contraction of the orbit. Since

this was a 100 HeV betatron he would liave been able also to "see" SR if the

vacuum System had not been made out of black ceramics. BLEWETT looked for an

emission in the microwave region without success. One year later a technical

assistant (FLOVD HABER) (l,32) working at one of the first Synchrotrons, the

70 MeV General Electric machine, was the first man to "see" SR with the help

of a mirror. This observation was correctly explained and published by ELDER

et al. f1.34l.
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Thereafter the properties of SR were studied systematically at several places

fl.35-l.55) in addition to the 70 MeV Synchrotron in Schenectady, namely the

250 MeV Synchrotron in Moscow, the 300 MeV Synchrotron at the Cornell Univer-

sity, the 180 MeV Synchrotron at the NBS in Washington, and the 6 GeV Synchro-

tron DESY in Hamburg. The increasing size of these machines is depicted in

Fig. 1.2.

TOHBOULIAN and co-workers were the first to demonstrate the feasibility to do

useful spectroscopy in the vacuum ultraviolet with SR 11.44) at Cornell while this

was exploited systematically for the first time from 1961 on by MADDEN and CODLING

(l.47-l.5o) at the NBS predominantly for clarifying the absorption behaviour of

rare gases in the vacuum ultraviolet.

It is interesting to ask the question why it took a fairly long time from the

first observation of SRto its useful and systematic application. There are prob-

ably two reasons, the first is the relative complexity of this light source

compared to what spectroscopists were used before, andthe second reason has its

origin in the fact that up to very recently practically all the accelerators

and storage rings producing SR were in the hands of high energy particle phy-

sicists and were optimized and scheduled according to their needs. Long term

prospectives looked reliable only at a few places in order to attract spec-

troscopists to rnake a long term Investment. It took another 15 years after 1960

before the first storage ring designed and built specifically äs a light source

went into Operation [l .56), Although our present day's storage ring sources would

not have been developed to such high Standards without the enormous potential

of high-energy physics and although the quality of their machines is not so

different from what is ideal for spectroscopy the large expansion of SR came

only with the advent of the idea of storage rings dedicated to SR work.
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From 1960-1970 several larger centers developed at places where favorable con-

ditions were found: NBS, Washington {l.50) , INS, Tokyo (l.57,58), DESY, Hamburg

(l.55J this was augmented by a few smaller accivities like the ones in Bonn and

Frascati. Only after about 1970 TAKTALUS in Stoughton, Wisconsin (l.59~6l), äs

the first storage ring, not built, but operated exclusively for SR work, came into

füll Operation. After 1974 the satne conditions became true for ACO at Orsay

(1.62). 1976 the 30O MeV INS-SOR storage ring in Tokyo (l.56) went into Opera-

tion, the first ring designed äs a üght source. At about the same time SURF II

at the NBS, Washington, came into life (l.63). Of the large storage rings presently

available we want to mention especially VEPP 2M and VEPP 3 at Novosibirsk [l.64),

SPEAR at Stanford (l.65) and DORIS at Hamburg (1.66). The latter t wo have expan-

sion programs underway which are described in (l.67,68) for DORIS and in (l.65) for

SPEAR. Further expansions of the laboratory are planned for ADONE at Frascati.

New dedicated storage rings are under preparation with SRS at Daresbury (l.69j,

ALADD1N at Stoughton (l.7o), two storage rings at the National Synchrotron Light

Source Center at Brookhaven (l.7l), PAMPUS in Amsterdam (l.72), the Photon Factory

project in Japan and a smail storage ring in Berlin. Several more dedicated storage

rings are proposed all over the uorld, especially for industrial applications,

and several studies on future needs have been prepared [l.72'). Tables l . t and 1.2

give a compilation of all the machines which are operated or planned äs SR sources,

see also (l.73). The SRS and BROOKHAVEN II machines will install wiggles at high

magnetic fields to shift e far beyond the values given in Table 1.2. Many further

references frora the early days of SR can be found in a bibliography by MARR et al. ̂ 1 .74^

1.2 Quantitative Properties

^12-_J__Eq_yations_for_Ideal_Orbits

The derivation of the fundamental equations describing the emission of SR can be

found nowadays in modern textbooks of electrodynamics (l.75-1.77). There are also

several reviews on this topic (1.44,1.55,1.78-1.82). It Starts from the equation

for I, the radiated power per unit time interval of an electron moving on an

arbitrary path r(t) with velocity moraentum p = yinv and energy E = ymc (1.77).
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(11)

where e is the elektron Charge, m its mass, c the velocity of light and

dT = dt/ r the e lernen t of proper time .

In specializing this in a fairly straightforward manner for a single electron

moving with constant velocity c on a circular orbit (the second term in the

square bracket vanishes) one obtains the power I(>,O radiated off around the

whole orbit in cgs units in erg/ (sec -electron) into a wavelength interval dJ

and an interval di^ of the azimutal angle tjj (see Fig. l . 3):

S "" mc*

with R the radius of curvature, K , and

second kind i i.33 .

modified Sesselfunctions of the

The two terms in the last large brackets of (1.2) are associated with the

intensities in the two directions of polarization. I|j andj., the electric vector

parallel and perpendicular to the plane of the orbit. If we define the linear

degree of polarization P äs usual we obtain

-t-lj.



In F i g . 1.4 IH , Ij. and P a r u p l o t t e d f o r a s p e c ' i f i c s to ragu r ing , DORIS > l .8-i

Sinc-e t he two cumponents of the e l e c t r i i - v tc to r have a we l l d e f i n e d phast- re-

TT Vl a t i o n w i t h respect to each other , mime l >•*£ 0t- — abuve or be low the p l a n e of

t.he o rb ic r e spe i - t ive ly , nnt can a l so c a l c u l . i t e a de^ree of c i r c u l a r p o l a r i z a -

t ion P , w i th the decomposit ion 01 the e l l i p t ic-.al ly p o l a r i z e d wave i n t n rij;ht

and I c f t liand waves w i t h i n l e n s i t i e s I.. and I :

Z = (/-5J

Lhe pos i t i v t 1 and n u g a t i v o r r c s p u n d to V/Our V* O respec t i v t - l y .

S ince ( l . t > ) depends ouly on thc rat i o •/ and the r.iachinc parane t t - r s R and L

th i s l um t i im can he o b t a i n e d i rom a u n i v e r s a l iuni.-i . ioii l ( — ) w i c h tiii- a j - p n -

d i s p i a y c ü h \l au i luTs . N,-".:.id:r E r.osi . !" t lie- SR cen t e r s have dc -ve lopod

c t i i u p u t t i programs w h i u h ; . l l i . i , I\ a ra i ' i ' i a l . \i'. .it i>.'n of liu- i i U f c n s i t i e « . f u r

d i f f f i eilt gt-ont t r i e s .

WhtT. p h u t i n g ( 1 . 6 ) äs a l u n c t i o n 01 l lu- i u t t - n s i t y t-nes thronen a n iax imum v a l u e

at • = 0.;2 • . Exper iments havf ht-t-:; pc i :\d at wavt-1 t n f - t h s äs s t ior t äs
m c r

1/4 - . V.1u-n looking at F ig . l . . 1 ) >vic r f a l i ^ t ^ t l i . i t i h f i n c e i i s i t y d r c p s ver;.

r a p i d l y ! f l , . . . H i s a l s c nott-ii . r t t j l i i i s l " i ; ' u rc C l i a t oLher u s t ' f n l j i l o t s a;,
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e. g. t l iv T iumber of phot ons per second and photon energy interva l raus t not g o

through a max imum at a l l . Thus • is a f a i r l y a r b i t r a r y q u a n t i t y .

Für pnu ' t i r a l cases ihc power d i s t r i b u t i o n in W c.in be 01 i n t e r e s t . In th i s case

( 1 . 2 ) e,in he i n t e g r a t e d over a l l wavfc l ent;thi, y i f l d i n g !

i ^n i i na 11 y y i t- las thc- to ta l puwer emit ted b\e s i ng l c

e*
R*

A l l t i u s e i n t t i i r i i t i u s ( 1 . 2 ) , ( 1 . 6 ) , ( 1 . 7 ) , a n d ( 1 . 8 ) c.m bt t r a n s f o r m t - d i n t o

i t i t f i i s i t i t: s per un i t t u r r e n t b> nul l i p t y inj; the r i g i i t hand s i d e b by 2 f T R Ä e c ) .

l hcii t In i 1 ur r ent ha s t o bt n ieasur t-d in e lec t rost a t ic un i t s . l f the cur ren t i s

9
measur^c in An p t tu' abovi t-quai ions n.ust bt> nul t i p l ied by 3 - 1 0 2* R / (i'c) . In

i r ans l o rmi iu : thf int en s i t i e.s ptT f l e . t r o n i n to i n t ens i t i e s per unit cur ren t

,111 t h < » s e probK'ii is wi l h a et ual itiai h i n es w h i c h de v i a t c t'rori i d e a l r i r r l c1 s duo t o

t h e ins t r i ion ui" n i r a i ^ h i s t c t i o n s are f l i ,T,inat cd. H i - < , u i t e obvicus that the

n n l > q u a i H i t y v l i i . ' h de t e r ra ines t hi ' ohscrvt-d i n t e n s i l y i 'oming frora the curved

S L I i i L i n s 01 .1 r . ia i -h inc i s t hc cnrri ' iu vhi c l i passes t hrough tht-se s er t i ons . Tor

qut -ü t i on s t. oi'.rtni i n g 11 u- l i i i en r d f p v i i d t - i . L H - o i SK int ensi ty w i t h part ii; le number

sei. S i , ' L . l — 2 b t - l o w .
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where B is the magnetic field.

(-f. 10)

is the energy loss of one particle per turn.

f - 1157 E(GeV),

\) = 5.51 R(™)/E3(Gc /J = 186MB (Ay
- 66.

, h =

(i.

where I is the intensity integrated over all angles y' per horizontal angular

intervallß* = l mrad (see Fig. 1.3) and j is the current.

The total power radiated is:

H\Mt) =

The angular spread A -y (FWHM) of intensity can be approximated [l .7?) äs:

t5}

»*
(W)

The luminosity Ĥ £̂ is defined äs the number of photons per unit area of the

source, A, (which is the cross section of the beam) and per unit solid angle.
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In contrast to many classical sourcesn

Krom (1.16) and (1.14) we obtain for

plane of the orbit:

is a very anisotropic quantity.

äs the maximum luminosity in the

(117)

where A is the area of the source. This Ls plotted for a practical case in Fig. 1.6

together withA'y> which ig not obtained £rom the approxiraations (1.16) but from an

actual Computer calculation (l.86, 1.8?).

K2 . 2 Cot̂ s iderat iqns_f o rreal orbit s

Coherence

In several equations of the previous section it is implici tly assumed that SR

emission depends linearily on the number of electrons (the current). This holds

only true äs long äs the positions of the electrons on the orbit are distributed

Statistically on the scale of the wavelength of light under consideration.

Definitely no such correlation can be expected for optical and x-ray wavelengths.

On the other hand at very long wavelengths which are much longer than the Sepa-

ration of the individual bunches of electrons in the machine there is no emission:

a direct current does not emit radiation. This is a consequence of coherence.

We further mention the very strong radiation at the wavelength which belongs to

the regulär Separation of bunches on the orbit. This radiation is coherent with

the particle current and can be quadratic in intensity with the numbei&f electrons

per bunch. Interactions with the microwave cavities and the vacuum pipe occurs

through this emissionfl.88). The radiation can lead to an indirect coupling of the

oscillation of different bunches along the orbit. In this case one deals with

storage ring machine physics. Only the thorough investigation of these processes

can lead to a better understanding and mastering of storage rings with very high

currents (see also Chapter 2). Theoretical treatments of the coherence problems can

be found In several references [l.29 - 1.31].



Periodic wigglers

A special case of coherence is achieved with periodic wigglers also called

undulators [1.89-1.93). The device generates a periodic deflection of a beam

by small angles in a straight section of a storage ring (see Fig. 1.7). L'p to

one hundred wiggles are planned for such devices. The technical part is

described in Chapter 2. In this case coherent emission of a single particle

from the different equivalent points along its path is obtained. The coherence

condition requires that the time difference for an electron and the Light

at the distance of two wiggle 'AD is equal to the period of the light wave.

This leads to a peak in the spectrum at a wavelength

2
The intensity at the peak position is proportional to n , where n is the number

of wiggles. As for an example, we take E = 5 GeV, AO~ 1@ cm obtaining

S-KHO A. Linear and helical wigglers have been proposed. Their emission

differs with respect to the angular distribution and the polarization, pre-

dominantly linear and predominantly circular respectively fl.89j. Emission for

a linear wiggler in a Synchrotron was recently measured successfully [l.93'J. In this

context stirnulated emission within a wiggler is also discussed. After this

effect was demonstrated (l.94-).96) in the infrared,hopes have been raised

for the production of a free electron x-ray laser (l,97). Most probably this

goal is not achievable without the production of a high efficiency resonator

which appears to be very difficult from present knowledge.

Synchrotron accelerators

Another modification of the equations in the previous section is needed to

describe Synchrotrons in which electrons are accelerated according to

•3tn(*3,t ,4t*t{*&£ or other more complicated laws like e.g. in the so called

"flat top" Operation (l.9S). Sorae of the necessary integrations can be carried out

analytically (see e.g. (l.55)) but it is usually more convenient to do a

numerical Computer integration for actual cases.
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Be ani_c r_o ss _s ec ti on_and _d iy er ge nc y_

We now want to tonsider tVis mndilications which are due to the actual cross

section area and the divergency of the particle beam. Usually the linear beam

dimensions are considerably less than 10 mm and the divergency in the vertical

direction is less than one mrad. The particle dimensions o , o at any position of
K x y

the orbit are obtained from theß-functions and the emittances £ ((1.85, 1.99,

I.IOOJ äs e.g. Gy*f£.& (see Chapter 2). ffyis one Standard deviation of a

gaussian distribution so that the füll width at half maximum is given by

The angular divergency of the particle beam is usually negligible compared to

the natural divergency of SR emission in the vacuum ultraviolet. It can be very

important, however, in the x-ray region. The angular divergency is given by

• ;n

Note the importance of the second square root factor which is due to the oblique

orientation of the phase space ellipse [I.85J. Usually the angular distribution

of SR is approximated by a gaussian distribution and then the total angular width

is obtained by quadratic addition [1.85, I.l0l)(see also Fig. 3.7). As a consequence the

maximum brightness äs described by (l .17) and shown in Fig.l .6 can be reduced in prac-

tical cases consiüerably in the x-ray regime especially for the highest energies.

Further, the degree of linear polarization in the plane of the orbit and the

degree of circular polarization above and below this plane are reduced. Thus,

design goals for dedicated x-ray machines should rather aim at a reduction of

beam divergency (with the exception of a few ports for special experiments) while

the main goal for vacuum ultraviolet machines is a reduction of the beam size

at all beam ports in order to increase the brightness.
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It shuuld be mentioned that (1.19) and (1.20) are calculated usually for a
2,

beara optics with an emittance which depends on the beam energy E like £atE .

Electrostatic and electromagnetic interactions of the particles within the

beam at higher currents will usually lead tu an increase of£ with j [1.88, 1.101

j.2.3 Time structure

Time structure is impregnatedonto the light beam from different origins.:

1. In a snychrotron there is a natural repetition rate due to the acceleration

cycle, e.g. 50 Hz at DESY.The electrons are accelerated usually for 10 msec

from low energies up to a maximum energy of e.g. 7.5 GeV, Depending on the

wavelength interval under inspectionfradiation occurs during the last 2 - 7 msec,

At the 10. msec electrons are extracted and a pause occurs till the 20. msec

when the cycle is repeated.

2. In both Synchrotrons and storage rings any structure in the Charge distri-

bution around the orbit is repeated with the frequency of revolution. This

has e.g. at DESY and DORIS a periodicity of 1*tsec. In Synchrotrons the

bunch pockets are usually filled only for 3/4 of the circumference. Storage

rings are frequently operated with only one bunch filled. In this case ex-

tremely short flashes (see below) are repeated at long intervals.

3. Only discrete stable positions occur around the orbit with a Separation

determined by the microwave frequency. If all these pockets are filled this

leads to a pulse structure with 2 nsec intervals at DORIS. The pulse length

is in the order of 200 psec.

Figure 1.8 gives a survey of the time structure of DORIS on all levels of time

scale, even the very long term operational aspects are shown äs accumulated
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by K.OSUCH (l.102). Time structure has several aspects for the experimentalist:

a) The duty cycle has consequences for dead time and count-loss considerations.

It must be carefully considered when planning and evaluating an experiment.

b) Pulsed excitation of decaying processes like luminescence is a favourable

tool for obtaining decay times. In addition transient phenomena can be

observed with tinie resolution.

c) The lurninosity of a SR source äs shown in Fig. 1.6, is a time averaged

luminosity. The peak lurainosity during the pulse can be higher by three

orders of magnitude. This property could be applitd to the investigation

of nonlinear processes and photon mixing.

l.3 Comparison with other sources

The final decision of an experimentalist to use SR instead of a conventional light

source will usually be based on many aspects and involves all the details of

an experiment. Intensity, nevertheless, in many cases is the dominant criterion

and therefore we shall give detailed discussions here of this property of SR and

other comparable light sources. Figure 1,6, showing the brightness,is a good

starting point for such an analysis (l.85, 1.103). For actual experiments it is

always necessary to remember that the differences in brightness come into play

only if the acceptance a' of the experiment is matched to the emittance e' of

the SR source. In many cases an experiment will at least in the vertical direc-

tion , accept more than what is emitted from a SR source. In this case the classi-

cal source gains by roughly a factor a'/e' if a' and e' are steric acceptance

and emittance respectively. Although a SR source emits horizontally into 2n it

is fairly difficult to extract more than 50 mrad from a magnet chamber in spite

of mirror concepts (l.104) showing that this is principally possible. The inten-

sity ratio of an experiment with SR compared to a classical source is therefore

given by _
•As* 7sa e'

wheretf and *7,, are the respective brightn«
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1.3. l Inf rared and visible

The brightness of a very intense SR source, like DORIS, at a wavelength of

100 um (0.01 eV) is by about two orders of magnitude higher than that of a

high pressure metcury vapor lamp. The developnient oftunable lasers, however,

has discouraged prospective users. On the other hand there are still gaps in

the spectrum not covered by lasers and Fourier spectroscopy should be an

appropriate Lechnique. Two detailed papers are devoted to the infrared [l.105,

1.106]. The visible and tlie near ultraviolet is covered by a sufficient number

of other sources and therefore not of real interest for SR work. Nevertheless

Che pulsed time structure was used in the UV for an experiment to meosure

luminescence decays (l.107). This is quite simply achieved since SR in this region

can be extracted through a window.

1.3.2 Vacuuiü ultraviolet

Table 1.3 gives a compilation of the most important continuum and resonance-

line sources (l.108, 1.109). IL is easily recoi;nized that none of these sources

covers a very large spectral ränge. The rare gas continuum sources, neverthe-

less, are fairly iraportant. They give an intensity behind a monochromator

which usually is by one order öl magnitude less than that from a Synchrotron

and further reduced in comparison to a storagc ring. The peak intensity for the

He continuum at 800 A" was reported to be in the order of 10 Photons/feec-A)

[l.l09). There exist, however, some vtrsions of these lamps which are optimized

to a point that they can almost compete with a SR source at one point in the

spectrum (l.liol. Delinitely the Hei resonancc lamp used for photoemission ex-

periments at 21.2 eV is superior to a SR source if it is used without a roono-

chroraator. In the order of 5-10 Photons/soc at the sample have been re-

ported [l. l l l). This intensity mipht be achieved one day also with very favour-

ably mtched monochrumatory at dcd:,-.^ - :i M.ursg^ rings. In This context aUo the vcc, ni

development of excimer lasers in the t-nergy region above 1000 X has tobementio-

ned (l. 111 1).
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In summary SR definitely is superior to any other source in the vacuum ultra-

violet if a source is needed which is tunable over a wide spectral ränge.

1.3.3 X-rays

As mentioned already before, the intensity of SR experiments in the x-ray region

needs a more careful analysis than in the vacuum ultraviolet (l.86, 1.103, 1.112).

In the x-ray region powerful x-ray generators exist [l . l 13') which consume up to 100 kW

of power for rotat ing copper anodes and in the order of 5 kW for rotat ing alu-

-3
mmuro anodes. As ä rule of thumb iO of the power is eraitted äs x-ray s one

half äs the brenisstrahlen continuum and one half äs characterist ic l ines. From

Fig. 1.6 it is quite evident that the bremsstrahlen continuum cannot really

compete- with SR. Thus all the experiments which need tunability profit considerably

irom thc very high intensity of SR. In addition, tlic good collimation makes

simple plane crystal monochromators very efficient.

For experiments, which need only discrete wavelengths, a comparison with the charac-

teristic x-ray lines is appropriate unless a well defined wavelength is needed

which might not be available. If good collimation is necessary äs with x-ray

topography then again the high brightness of SR dominates. In cases, like photo-

2
electric emission, monochromators can be constructed which accept 100 x 100 mrad .

3 2
In this case the ratio a'/e' is 5 - l ü for a 10x0.2 mrad emission and equal

dimensions of the source. In this case other criteriamaybe involved when making a

decision whether or not it might be worthwhile to use SR (see Sect. 3.6.2).

RABt: (l. l | 2) has given a detailed comparison not for the optimum case but for

a more practical case which is summarized in Fig. 1.9. He compares SR from DESY

with x-rays from a 45 kV, 50 mA (about 2.2 kW) x-ray tube. Advantage or dis-

advautage öl Si\d very much on the angulai acceptance of the experiments.
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I^able l. l Synchrotrons used äs light sources. E, particle energy; R, magnet
radius; I, max. current (during the acceleration period) ; c ,
characteristic photon energy; SR, Synchrotron radiation.

Name Location E(GeV) R(m) I(mA) (eV) Remarks

Group 1, e

PTB

SURF I

MOSCOW I

Group II,

GLASGOW

CORNELL I

SONN I

C-60

CORNELL II

FRASCATI

LUSY

INS-SOR I

SIRIUS

PACHRA

Group III,

BONN II

NINA

CEA

ARUS

DESY

Group IV,

= 1 - 60 eV
c

Braunschweig

Washington

Moscow

E = 60 - 2000 eV

Glasgow

Ithaca

Bonn

Moscow

Itiiaca

Frascati 1.

Lund 1 ,

Tokyo 1 ,

Tomsk 1 .

Moscow 1 ,

E = 2 - 3 0 keV
c

Bonn 2 ,

Daresbury 5.

Cambr idge/Mass . 6 ,

Yerevan 6,

Hamburg 7 ,

e _> 30 keV

,14

,24

,25

,33

,32

.5

,68

,7

.1

,2

,3

.3

,3

.5

,0

.0

.0

.5

1 .

1

1 .

2

1,

3.

3,

4,

4,

4.

7,

20.

26.

24,

3 1 ,

,46

.83

,25

,7

,5

.6

,65

,0

, i.

.0

,65

.8

.0

.65

.7

10

. 1

30

10

15

10

60

20

100

30

50

30

20

30

13

37

1-40

64

73

163

349

508

821

1050

1220

1160

1220

4530

1 3 , 300

18,400

1 9 , 500

25,500

closed down

closed down

closed down

closed down

SR Lab

S R Lab

closed down

closed down

SR Station

S R Lab

SR Lab

dedicated, SR Lab

SR Lab

closed down

closed down

SR Lab

2 SR Labs

CORNELL III Ithaca 12 120 32,000 closed down
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TabIe 1.2 Storage rings (raost of them dedicated äs light sources). E, particle
energy; R, magnetic radius; I, maximum current; e , characteristic
photon energy; SR, Synchrotron radiation. The nutnfeers on the proposed
storage rings usually are subject to changes; in the wiggler sections
cn will be much larger than the values quoted for bending magnets.

Name

Group 1, e

TANTALUS I

SURF II

INS-SOR II

Group II, E

ACO

VEPP-2M

BROOK.HAVEN

ALADDIN

BESSY

SILVA

ADONE

PAMPUS

Group III,

Location E(GeV)

< 60 eV

Stoughton .24

Washington .24

Tokyo .30

= 60 - 2OOO eV
c

Orsay .55

Hovosibirsk .67

1 Upton .70

Stoughton .75

Berlin .8

California .8

Frascati 1.5

Amsterdam 1 .5

L = 2 - 3 0 keV
c

SRS (Nina II) Daresbury 2.0

BROOKHAVEN

DCI

MOSCOW

VEPP 3

II Upton 2.5

Orsay i. 8

Moscow 2

Novosibirsk 2.2

PHOTON FACTORY Japan 2.5

DORIS

SPEAR

VEPP 4

Group IV,

CESR

PEP

PETRA

Hamburg 5

Stanford 4

Novosibirsk 6

e > 30 keV

Ithaca 8

Stanford 15

Hamburg 1 9

R (m) I(mA)

.64 IOO

.83 30

1 . 1 200

1 . 1 1 1 00

1,2 -vlOO

•v 2 1 000

2.08 IOOO

l . 8 300

"- 1 . 8 300

5.0 60

4 . l 7 500

5.55 IOOO

"-8.0 IOOO

3.82 400

5 IOOO

6. l 5 80-5OO

8.0 500

I2.12 IOO

1 2. 7 60

33 IOO

32 IOO

1 70 IOO

200 90

Ec(eV)

48

37

54

333

1-350

%400

450

630

630

1500

1800

3200

4300

3390

3500

380O

i-4 3OO

22900

11200

14500

35000

44OOO

75000

State

dedicated

dedicated

dedicated

dedicated

SR Lab

dedicated, plan, stage
add. wigglers

dedicated, plan, stage
add. wigglers

planning stage

proposed

SR Lab

dedicated, proposed
add. wigglers

dedicated, add. wiggles
under construction

dedicated, plan, stage
add. wigglers

SR Lab

dedicated, proposed

SR Lab, wiggler,
under construction

dedicated, plan, stage

2 SR Labs

SR Labs

under constr., SR Labs

under construction,
SR Lab

under construction

under construction
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Table 1.3 and soft x-ray radiat ion sources. (Froffl ( l . l O S ) )

Source Photon energy ränge (eV) Linewidth Remarks

He cont inuum

Ne cont inuum

Ar cont inuum

Kr cont inuum

Xe cont inuum

Hinteregger lamp

He I resonance lamp

He II resonance lamp

Ne I resonance lamp

Ne II resonance lamp

BRV Source

YM x-rays

ZrM x-rays

NbM x-rays

RhH x-rays

TiM x-rays

MgK x-rays

AI K x-rays

Cu Kß x-rays

12 < hu <_ 2l

12.4 < k, < 16.8

8 < h,.' < 11.8

6.9 < h-, < 9.9

6.2 '- Iv ' 8.4

4 <_ im L 14

21.2

40.8

16.8

26.9

4 < hu <_ 250

132.3

151 .4

171.4

260.4

452

1254

1487

8055

-

_

-

-

multiline

^1 meV ?

' \ meV

^ 1 meV

< 10 meV?

cont inuum
multiline

0.5 eV

0.8 eV

1.2 eV

4.0 eV

-

%0.7 eV

".0.8 eV

x2.5 eV

pressures of
50-200 torr

pressures of
0. 1 - 0.5 torr

and 10~4 torr
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Figure Captions

Komenclature and basic facts about electromagnet ic radiation

from l - 105 eV.

Fig. 1.2 Growth of sources for SR since 1945. The circles drawn are

approximately on scale.

Fia. 1.3 Georaetry of SR emission. After (l.62)).

Fig. i.4 Angular distribution of the two components I|, and I_j_

(parallel and perpendicular to the orbit). Also the linear

degree of polarization according to Eq. (1.4) and the circular

degree of polarization according to Eq. (1.5) are given.

(After (l.84]).

Fig. 1.5 Spectral distribution of intensity in an aperture l mrad wide

and l mrad high centered at a tangential direction. The open

circles indicate the characteristic energy e according to

Eq. (1.13). This aperture is well filled at low photon energies

while only the part near the orbit is illuminated with hard

x-rays. While l mrad horizontally is typically accepted by an

experiment at a large storage ring 10 mrad can easily be accepted

at a small storage ring like e.g. TANTALUS I.

Brightness of SR of DORIS (based on source size l x 10 mm2) DESY

(source size 3 x 10 mm2), Cu K characteristic radiation and brems-

strahlung from a 60 kW x-ray tube (estimated from an effective

source size of l x l mm11), AI K characteristic radiation from a
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Fig. 1 .3
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